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Further adventures of the Pirate Hunters, John Chatterton and John Mattera, as they uncover

the history and remains in the Birthplace of Pirates
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PIRATE SHIPWRECKSTHE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, THE BIRTHPLACE OF THE REAL

PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEANJOHN MATTERAPROLOGThe island of Hispaniola is the

undisputed birthplace of the Pirates of the Caribbean.The modern-day island encompasses

the countries of the Dominican Republic and Haiti and through its waters and onto its shore

treasure flowed. From that now famous day in 1492 when Christopher Columbus effected the

greatest bungle in navigational history till today this beautiful island is the place of Pirates… In

the first days after Columbus found the new world, they were called Boucaneers or Buccaneers

named after Boucan the meat they dried to sell to passing ships. The Boucanneers would rob

your belongings in the dead of night and paddle away under silent oar. Spanish domination of

the region accompanied by their misguided sense of religion, justice emboldened the pirates.

Their ranks grew through Spanish cruelty and with the increased numbers, they acquired

bugger and multiple ships, carrying out more dynamic raids and their favorite target was always

the Spanish towns, cities, and ships. After all, that’s where the treasure was…The seventeenth

century was a time of divided class structure, wealth and privilege governed the world and

made its laws. If we weren't fortunate enough to be born into the privileged class, there was

little you could do about it. Intelligence, education, and vision were not the ladders to success

they are today. If you were born poor, you were most likely going to die poor.However, there

was one profession that could bridge the gap between rich and poor. All a person needed was

a combination of intelligence, bravery, common sense and an entrepreneurial fortitude that was

rare in the day. These skills combined with a call to the sea- and a Pirate was born.A pirate or

privateer as they were known was not always a criminal profession. In the early days of

Caribbean pirates, privateers were licensed by governments to protect territorial waters from

foreign invaders and were enabled to conduct raids on enemy shipping and settlements. It was

during the waning years of this Golden Age of Piracy- that Piracy, in general, became the

greatest of crimes. Treaties were enacted and countries aligned, leaving the pirates as the

common enemy.As the sun set on the age of Piracy, with few exceptions, things rarely ended

well for pirates. It was usually the same, no matter how good you were; with few exceptions it

was “a short drop and a sudden stop.”Fortunate for myself, my partner John Chatterton and

our group of merry modern-day rouges, the Dominican Republic is a place of prolific maritime

disaster. And pirate ships were no exception sinking along the coast. Good for us- for that is

how we make our living… It’s a Pirates LifeChapter 1The Worst

of PiratesAt least it was for the two pirates who left their ships in the shallow waters off of the

Dominican Republic.Both pirates met their retirement early at the end of a rope and the last

stop of their life. After exhaustive research, I have come to the conclusion that one of the most

celebrated pirates in history was a bumbling failure on the high seas. The other, until recent

discoveries, was barely known at all. Maybe it was because he was so good at what he did

that we never heard of him. In any case, the two pirates are Captain William Kidd and Captain

Joseph “Jack” Bannister. The reason for my interest in both of their careers is that they left

their shipwrecks for us to explore.Yes, while my purpose in this world is not so single minded,

most thoughts either begin or end with shipwrecks. Gunfights, Dangerous Game animals, and

the events of the real world just fill in the empty spaces.A shipwreck is a “time capsule in

history” and there is no better example than a pirate ship. A ship of many nationalities all

brought together for one purpose. Yes, their livelihood might have been nefarious, but their

existence tells us so much their times.William Kidd was man of means when fate cast him a

pirate. He had a wife and children, a home on Pearl Street on Manhattan Island, as well as



business interests in the burgeoning metropolis we call New York. His young wife was one of

the richest women in the State, said to be rather attractive, and widowed only twice before. For

some reason, Kidd decided one day he wanted to be a privateer. Maybe he had always longed

to be back at sea, maybe he was just tired of his wife and domestic life, or maybe he was

worried about becoming dead husband number three?Kidd had been born a seaman’s son on

Scotland’s coast in a town called Dundee in 1645. He went to sea for the first time at the age

of 15, and little else is known of him for the next 20 years. In 1680, he appeared in the

Caribbean as part of a pirate crew, when he and fellow crewmen mutinied and sailed their ship

into the port of Nevis, then an English protectorate.The governor there renamed the ship the

Blessed William in honor of their King and for some compelling reason named Kidd as her

captain. Kidd then took part in a successful raid against the French island of Mariegalante,

destroyed the town, and looted goods and valuables worth about 2,000 pounds sterling, a very

handy sum of money. He was next ordered to take part in a naval engagement against the

French, which his crew refused, stating that they only profited from pillage and there was no

reward to be had from engagement with warships.While Kidd was off the ship, the crew under

first mate Robert Culliford stole the Blessed William, leaving Kidd without his vessel or his

fortune.The governor outfitted Kidd with another ship and sent him after Culliford and the

Blessed William. But it was some 10 years later and very far away in the Indian Ocean before

the two-met again.On May 16, 1691, Kidd married Sarah Bradley Cox Oort, an English woman

in her early twenties, one of the wealthiest women in New York, largely due to the inheritance

from her first husband. More than a few eyebrows were raised when Kidd and the widow Oort

married just two days after her husband John Oort attained room temperature. After a few

years on dry land, Kidd partnered up with Robert Livingston and Richard Coote, First Earl of

Bellomont, and a Member of Parliament, as well as a future colonial governor. Bellomont

arranged finance for Kidd’s privateering endeavor, putting up 1,000 pounds of his own money

and using his influence to secure a letter of marque signed personally by King William III of

England. This letter reserved 10 percent of the loot for the Crown, authorizing Kidd to pursue

pirates and French interests.Kidd’s investors were the who’s who of the day, the King also

investing some of the money for the voyage himself. Lord Bellomont, the Earl of Oxford, the

Baron of Romney, the Duke of Shrewsbury, and Sir John Somers rounded the list.Kidd arrived

in London on his ship Antigua, which he had to sell to pay his share of the endeavor. Colonel

Robert Livingston paid for the rest of Kidd’s share.The new ship, the Adventure Galley, was

well suited to the task of catching pirates. She weighed 280 tons and carried 34 cannons.

Being a galley, she was a sailing ship that could be rowed by lowering oars for added

propulsion when winds were contrary. The oars were a key advantage, as they enabled the

Adventure Galley to maneuver in a battle when the winds had calmed and other ships were

dead in the water. Kidd took pride in personally selecting the crew, choosing only those he

deemed to be the best and most loyal officers.As the Adventure Galley sailed down the

Thames, Kidd’s first of many bad decisions was to fail to salute a ship of the line at Greenwich

as custom dictated. The Navy ship fired a shot to make its demand of respect known. Kidd’s

crew, it is reported, responded with a show significantly less than respectful, dropping their

trousers and slapping their bare backsides.Because of Kidd's refusal to salute, the Navy

vessel's captain gave chase, overtook the Adventure Galley, and retaliated by pressing 30

members of Kidd's crew into service of his majesty’s Navy. Kidd then sailed for New York City

in an attempt to take on more crew. He did manage to capture a French vessel along the way,

as he was entitled to do under the terms of his commission. Kidd took on new officers and

crew in New York to make up for the men he had lost in Greenwich. However, the vast majority



of them were of an unsavory sort, many being known and hardened criminals and former

pirates.In September 1696, Kidd weighed anchor and set course for the Cape of Good Hope,

where further bad decision-making did not help his cause. Again he had a brush with the

British Admiralty, escaping just short of further impressment. This could very well be the first

time that Kidd was declared a scoundrel or pirate by the Captain he offended.From there on,

Kidd voyaged in vain, with no financial reward to show and a crew growing increasingly

mutinous. In one incident that would come back to haunt him, on October 30, 1697, William

Moore, a gunner on the Adventure Galley, was on deck sharpening a chisel as a Dutch ship

appeared in sight. Moore argued for Kidd to attack the Dutchman, an act of piracy according to

Kidd’s terms of contract. Kidd refused, calling Moore a “lousy dog.”Moore retorted, "If I am a

lousy dog, you have made me so; you have brought me to ruin and many more." Kidd

snatched up and heaved an ironbound bucket at Moore. Moore fell to the deck with a fractured

skull and died a day later.On January 30, 1698, the crew of the Adventure Galley sighted a sail,

so, Kidd raised a French flag as a ploy. When the ship also raised a French flag in response,

Kidd had justification to seize the greatest prize of his life, an Armenian merchant man, the 400-

ton Quedagh Merchant which was loaded with satins, silk, gold, silver, and an amazing

collection of artifacts. The captain of the Quedagh Merchant was an Englishman named

Wright, who had purchased passes from the French East India Company promising him the

protection of the French Crown. After realizing the captain of the taken vessel was an

Englishman and the enormous problem this presented, Kidd claimed he urged his crew to

return the ship to its owners. But they refused, claiming that their prey was perfectly legal as

Kidd was commissioned to take French ships, and that an Armenian ship counted as French if

it had French passes. In an attempt to maintain his tenuous control over his crew, Kidd

relented and kept the prize. When this news reached England, it confirmed Kidd's reputation

as a pirate, and various naval commanders were ordered to "pursue and seize Kidd and his

accomplices" for the "notorious piracies" they had committed.Kidd kept the French passes of

the Quedagh Merchant as well as the vessel itself. While the passes were the best defense of

his capture, British admiralty and vice-admiralty courts had often accepted the grey area of

bounds a privateer has taken. Forays into piracy were often dismissed as simple

misunderstandings. Kidd guessed the French passes would prove legal justification for his

capture of the Quedagh Merchant. Renaming the seized merchantman the Adventure Prize, he

set sail both ships for Madagascar.On April 1,1698, Kidd reached Madagascar, running into

none other than the pirate captain Robert Culliford, the second mate who had stolen the

Blessed William years before. Culliford was now the captain of the Mocha Frigate. Two very

different versions exist of Kidd’s and Culliford’s confrontation, according to The General History

of the Pirates, published in the early 1724, believed to have been written by Daniel Defoe,

under the pen name Captain Charles Johnson.
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